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Just because something is logical or makes sense does not make it true. We can justify
anything and make any point of view to look smart, proper and true. Yet, while we can twist
our minds into various abnormal shapes, our hearts still feel the denied truths deep within.
We all equally suffer from eating the symbolic fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil.
Our knowledge fills our heads, but leaves our hearts empty and bereft of understanding.
Those who follow their heads, never listen to their hearts. They never “feel” anything too
deeply. Instead, they just do what they believe, what they are told, following orders, never
questioning them. When groups do not think deeply, but instead follow the leader, we have
the birth of mob rule, chaos, destruction and evil.
Chaos, destruction and evil are always packaged as being the right, rational and logical
thing. If it makes sense, then the followers follow. Therefore, all the leaders have to do is
sell a package of goods, a combination of truths and lies. Exposed the masses to the
package of propaganda, expose them again and again until they stop thinking about it,
accept it and follow their leader. This is how the masses are drawn towards evil.
Fancy packaging can even make c-r-a-p look good and attractive. How many of us buy
attractive looking c-r-a-p just because it is pretty (or logical) on the outside? Yet, sugarcoated c-r-a-p still tastes like c-r-a-p once the sugar-coating wears thin. Yet, by then it's too
late, the c-r-a-p is already in your mouth (or your mind) and you are munching away on it.
You deny that it tastes like crap because that would mean you would have to admit that you
were duped and lied to and indeed that you were eating c-r-a-p. Most people do not like to
be so embarrassed. Therefore, they'd rather continue to eat the c-r-a-p rather than admit
they were wrong to put it in their mouths in the first place.
Bad ideas are like sugar coated c-r-a-p. Usually all we do is look at the surface and see
something nice like candy. Maybe we take a small lick and taste how sweet it is. Then
without further consideration we chow down. Then the sugar coating wears off and we are
left with a mouthful and a belly-full of c-r-a-p.
Our world is full of sugar-coated crappy ideas, beliefs and outright evil lies all presenting
themselves as sweet candy. The stupid fall for these dumb mistakes because the sugar
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coating is actually a package of well-wrapped, well thought-out rational ideas, philosophies.
This is how evil spreads. It is packaged as sugar-coated c-r-a-p.
Any idea can be made to look good. Anything can be made to appear logical, sound and
even right. This is nothing new. Such manipulations and lies occurred even in Biblical
times, even in the days of Moses himself.
In the Book of Numbers (16), we read about the story of Korah and his band who took one
of the first sugar-coated c-r-a-p pills. His rebellion against Moses sounded logical and true.
And indeed, Moses had no rational argument or explanation to prove Korah wrong.
Therefore, Moses turned to God in prayer, and God answered Moses by taking care of
Korah in a most fitting way.
Just as Korah opened up his big mouth to speak logical, rational c-r-a-p against Moses, God
made the earth open its mouth and swallowed up Korah and his band.
No rational arguments were offered. No intellectual games or argument were pursued.
Korah spoke his mind and opened his mouth with c-r-a-p and Moses spoke from his heart,
with God centered faith and righteousness and allowed nature and nature's God to take its
course.
Today, evil spreads like a deadly virus. It is packaged in hate-speech and every form of
anti-Americanism and anti-Semitism. Today, evil raises its sugar-coated voice to speak out
against anything and everything that is Biblically based. This is why evil attacks Israel,
regardless of how socialist and secular it has become. This is why evil attacks America
regardless of how socialist and secular it is becoming.
America was a nation founded upon a belief in God and freedom for all to worship Him as
one chooses. Modern-day Israel was founded by the descendants of ancient Israel, the
receivers of God's holy Word and His chosen people. These inherent and foundational
Biblical connections places the United States and Israel directly into the line of fire from all
the evil forces dominating our planet.
Evil will not cease until it is destroyed or until it has destroyed its chosen targets.
Today we are under attack. We are being attacked in our minds by being fed so many lies
and types of c-r-a-p-p-y ideas and beliefs through our media, entertainment and elsewhere.
The spirit of ancient Korah lives on today, still challenging Moses, saying who says that you
speak for God? Who says that the Bible is the Word of God? Who says that we still have to
believe in God and follow His Word?
Like King Solomon said so long ago, “there is nothing new under the sun” (Ecc. 1:9). We
face today the same ancient evil, only today it is sugar-coated and packaged under a whole
bunch of different “right-sounding” names. Yet, underneath all these “right-sounding” names
and politically correct speech is nothing more than sugar-coated c-r-a-p. It doesn't take to
long for the sugar to wear off leaving us with nothing but c-r-a-p in our mouths and bellies.
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We can fight this! All we have to do is watch our intellectual diets. Don't be so quick to jump
on the anti-America or anti-Israel bandwagons. Granted, to every lie there are grains of
truth. But just because c-r-a-p was once meat does not mean that it still is. Beware of
deceptive arguments!
“Know this day and place it upon your heart that YHVH, He is God, in the Heavens
above or on the Earth below. There is no other!” (Deut. 4:39). There is no greater truth,
no greater reality!
Stand up for God and His Word (Torah). Stand up against all those who are trying to force
sugar-coated c-r-a-p down your throats. The spirit of Korah is alive today in the form of
rational, logical arguments all set to prove that God is false and His Word (Torah) is false,
therefore disqualifying the existence of both a State of Israel and a United States of
America. This is the evil and it is amongst us here and now. Maybe it is even already
poisoning your minds and thoughts.
Cleanse your minds of c-r-a-p. Return to God's holy Word. Read your Bibles! Bond with
the Creator of the Heavens and the Earth. Know His Truth and know this: God's truth will
forever be found in the heart, the domain of the spirit. For the mind of man is poisoned
from the symbolic fruit of the Tree of Knowledge Good and Evil. What we believe is tainted
and confused. Yet, when God is in our hearts, then we know truth and we live it accordingly!
It is not about what you believe, it is about what you do! The sugar-coated poisons
contaminate the mind. The Word of God (Torah) clears the mind and revives the soul.

Please go online and take advantage of the numerous lessons in Biblical studies available
to you in the KosherTorah.com MP3 store.
Thank you all for reading.
God bless.
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